It is shown that the increase of the classical threshold for hard photon absorption on the far infrared background can be achieved with the use of deformed kinematics, described by κ-deformation of Poincaré symmetries. It appears that the absorption takes only place for finite range of hard photon energies E0 ≤ E ≤ Emax, and for soft photon energies ε > εmin. In particular the effect of considering the deformed addition law for threemomenta is taken into account and discussed.
PACS numbers:11.30.Cp, 95.85.Gn, 98.70.Vc. I. Introduction. Recently, it was suggested (see e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] ) that the universe is more transparent to hard photons in the range of energies E > 10TeV than it follows from the description by standard relativistic astrophysics. It was stated that theoretically predicted absorption of TeV photons by far infrared background (FIRB) after substitution of known values of background energy spectrum appears to be bigger than the one following from experimental data for hard photons with energies around 20 TeV. It was pointed out already in 1998 that if the spectrum of observed nonabsorbed photons goes well beyond 10 TeV we "have to revise our concepts about the propagation of TeV gamma-rays in intergalactic space" [5] . One of the possible explanations, recently advocated e.g. by Kluzniak [1] , Aloisio et al. [4] and Amelino-Camelia [3, 6] , is the modification of the velocity formulae for ultrarelativistic particles, which is due to the high-energy corrections to relativistic kinematics implied by the quantum deformation of standard relativistic dispersion relations. In such a case besides the increase of the absorption threshold E 0 there will appear the maximal energy E max for the absorbed hard photons 1 ; for E > E max the universe should be as transparent for hard photons as for E < E 0 .
The main aim of this paper is to study the dependence of E 0 and E max on soft photons energy ε in the presence of modified dispersion relations supplemented by quantum addition laws (coproducts) describing κ-deformed kinematics.
Interestingly enough, the general phenomenological formula proposed in [7, 8] and describing high-energy modification of dispersion relations (p 0 = = p
but the three-momenta should be added in non-Abelian, nonsymmetric way. For a given deformation of Poincaré algebra there are two possible composition laws for three-momenta related by flip operation acting on coproducts. One gets for standard basis [2] that
and the following two choices for bicrossproduct bases (see e.g. [11] )
2 Both standard basis (M i , N i , P i , P 0 ) and two bicrossproduct bases (M i;± , N i;± , P i;± ,-P 0;± ) where i = 1, 2, 3 are related by the change of boost and three-momentum generators [11] In bicrossproduct bases the Lorentz algebra is classical, described by O(3,1) Lie algebra.
ii) The non-Abelian (noncocommutative) addition law of three-momenta (see (5) (6) (7) ) implies the deformation of dual space-time picture. The noncommutative dual Minkowski space coordinates x µ = ( x i , x 0 ) (see [12, 10, 11] ) in standard as well as bicrossproduct basis satisfy the relations
It was stated previously [3] that in order to obtain the increase of the value of the threshold describing anihilation of hard photons on soft photons background one should use the deformed dispersion relations with the classical Abelian addition law of threemomenta. The aim of this note is to show that also the full structure of κ-Poincaré quantum group, with noncocommutative momentum coalgebra can provide a desired effect. Because the choice of generators describing the physical basis of κ-Poincaré algebra is the matter of experimental adjustment 3 , we calculate the threshold correction for the process 2γ → e + + e − for one hard (energy E) and second soft (energy ǫ ≪ E) photon, for both deformations (2), (3) supplemented by the pairs of coproducts (see (5) (6) (7) ). It appears that out of six possible version of deformed kinematics (two for standard basis (2) with coproducts (5a-b) and four with bicrossproduct bases (3) with coproducts (6a-b, 7a-b)) in two cases one obtains the increase of the threshold value, which seems to be consistent with the experimental expectations. In this paper we calculate the κ-deformed anihilation threshold E 0 for TeV photons as a function of soft photon energy ε, as well as we find the maximal energy E max , above which the universe is again transparent. We estimate also the impact of the non-Abelian structure of addition laws (5-7) on the values E 0 and E max which after suitable choice of coproduct appears to be negligible.
II. κ-Deformed Kinematics and Anihilation Threshold for TeV Photons. We shall consider the electron-positron pair creation in a head-on collision of two photons (hard and soft ones) using the formalism of κ-deformed kinematics. It appears that the threshold energy for the pair creation depends on deformed dispersion relation as well as the modification of addition law (coproduct) for the momenta.
We denote by ε, p and E, P the energy and the three-momentum value of the soft and hard photon respectively. In the center of mass frame (C.O.M.) for the electron-positron pair, the energy conservation law (4) and the condition for pair creation is the following (m e -the electron mass)
Deformed dispersion relations (2) and (3) for the massless case with the leading terms up to 1/κ 2 look as follows: i) bicrossproduct basis:
ii) standard basis:
It appears that for three choices (5b), (6b) and (7b) the value of the TeV photons anihilation threshold increases, and for the choices (5a), (6a) and (7a) decreases. Further, we shall discuss only the cases providing the increase of the value of the threshold. i) Our choice of κ-deformed dispersion relation and coproduct. We shall consider in some detail the case of bicrossproduct basis (3) with "-"-sign and the coproduct (7b). In COM frame one gets:
Adding the formulas (9) and (11) we get up to
Because ε E ≪ 1 and E κc 2 ≪ 1 the relation (12) up to the terms linear in ε E and E κc 2 looks as follows
where the nondeformed anihilation threshold E The values E 0 ≤ E ≤ E max for which absorption occurs as functions of ε. By dotted line we denote the classical threshold (14) The third order equation (13) for threshold energy E (we put a = 4κ c 2 ε) 27 < 0. In such a case we have two solutions E = E 0 and E = E max > E 0 . In particular if ∆ = 0 we get E 0 = E max determining the minimal value ε min of soft photon energy
for which absorption occurs. If we assume that κ = m P (Planck mass), we obtain from (16) that ε min ≃ 0.0225eV corresponding to the wave length 53.33µm. For ε > ε min we obtain the domain of the energy of hard photons E 0 ≤ E ≤ E max for which the absorption occurs. The diagram describing for κ = m p the pair of values (ε, E) which permits the absorption is described by Fig. 1 We see from Fig. 1 that the shift ∆E 0 = E 0 − E cl 0 due to κ-deformation is positive and nonnegligible. It should be mentioned that -to the relation (15) by using (12) one can add fourth order terms in energy E, proportional to κ −2 . We have checked numerically that these terms will not modify significantly the values of E 0 and E max .
-one can introduce in κ-deformed framework κ = α m P , where α is the real parameter measuring κ in Planck mass units. On Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 there are drawn the absorption domains E 0 ≤ E ≤ E max respectively for α = 2 (it corresponds in formula (20) to the choice α = 1) and α = 0.1:
ii) Abelian versus non-Abelian addition law for threemomenta. Recently, the formula (13) for threshold energy was also used by other authors [1, 3, 4] , with Abelian addition law for momenta. Assuming for the deformed mass-shell (10a) parameterized by (P (−) , E) the classical momentum conservation law, we get the following inequality which defines the threshold (up to ε 2 E 2 + 5 4
We see that in the case of standard basis for the coproducts (5b) we get again in leading order the increased threshold value.
but the κ-parameter in (20) in comparison with (15) is multiplied by the factor One can also consider the deformed dispersion relation (3) with the coproduct (6b). One gets the following threshold formula:
Adding the formulas (9) and (21) we obtain
We see that the linear term in κ −1 shifting the standard threshold energy is multiplied in comparison with formula (12) by the factor ε E , i.e. it is very small and physically negligible.
III. Conclusions.
In this paper we are dealing with the experimental puzzle related with the measurement of 20 TeV photons which mainly were measured from MK 501 -a BL Lac object at the distance of 150 Mpc. Similar difficulties with explanation of astrophysical event occur in the description of ultra-high energy cosmic rays with energies above the GKZ threshold [13, 14] . For the theoretical explanation of these events we postulate the departure from the exact classical relativistic invariance. We consider here the mechanism of breaking of relativistic invariance due to the validity at very short distances of κ-deformed relativistic quantum symmetries 4 . In particular we contest the statement [3] that the deformation of Lorentz invariance needed to resolve the observational paradoxes with TeV photons should be explained outside of quantum groups framework within commutative short distance pictures of spacetime. It appears that out of six possible cases of kinematic framework based on κ-deformed symmetries considered in the literature, two describe qualitatively in correct way the modification of the threshold value. In these two cases the difference between the scheme with Abelian addition of momenta, advocated in [3] , and the case with κ-deformed coproducts appears to be negligible. We believe, however, that if we have two ways of incorporating deformed dispersion relation -without and with quantum symmetry -the second choice should by favoured as consistent theoretical framework generalizing the notion of classical symmetries.
In conclusion we would like to stress that the experimental "puzzle" with cosmic TeV photons as well admits other interpretations which do not require the breaking of relativistic invariance (see e.g. [16, 17] ). Our main point in this paper is to stress that one can use the full quantum group structure for the description of the modification of the anihilation threshold for TeV photons.
